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These	bullet	points	reflect	the	graphs	from	left	to	right:	

• Pennant	Hills	needs	a	heart	mall	or	town	square	
• Wollundry Park, Community Centre and Library should be better connected to the shopping 

precinct	
• The	shopping	precincts	of	Yarrara	Road,	Market	Place,	Pennant	Hills	Road	commercial	strip	

and	Hillcrest	Arcades	should	be	developed	as	an	integrated	business	and	shopping		centre.	

	

	

These	bullet	points	reflect	the	graphs	from	left	to	right:	

• A	multi	storey	car	park	would	add	value		to	the	community	heart	of	Pennant	Hills.	
• It	would	be	appropriate	to	close	some	streets	(Hillcrest)		around	the	town	centre	for	

pedestrians	and	outdoor	dining	areas.	
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General	Comments	

Probably Ramsay Road as well 
More all day car parking to accommodate people who catches the train is needed. 
May be only one side of streets should be all day parking so residents can park in own streets. We 
should also try to reduce number of people who use side streets to avoid Yarra rd. May be no right 
turns or speed humps to reduce speed. Eg into Rosemount Ave 
Increasing parking near the railway and shopping centre should be done with a long term strategy in 
mind. There definitely should be provision of increased parking, but it should be done with a long term 
strategy in mind for management of the traffic flow, particularly considering management of the traffic 
flow which currently comes from the back streets from Hornsby via Normanhurst and Thornleigh. The 
intended strategy for that traffic should be explicit and decided along with the plans for designing the 
changes to community facilities. i.e. is the intention to guide traffic back to Pennant Hills Road, based 
on the expected reduction in traffic due to use of the tunnel currently under construction ? If so, what 
is the expectation for traffic coming south along Yarrara road ? Long term usability of the community 
facilities should consider inclusion of access to and from Pennant Hills station - e.g. meeting friends 
visiting pennant hills and using the community facilities, including shops, cafes, etc. together, to grow 
the strength and vitality of this area. With this in mind, I have set the importance of a multi storey car 
park as being neutral, rather than strongly agree - it would be good, but needs to be done with a plan, 
not as an end in itself, and in a way which will facilitate future growth, and not constrain future 
flexibility for growth. 
Lack of parking is killing Pennant Hills 
Thinking about closing streets is only appropriate as part of a road layout plan for improved access to 
/ egress from the 'shopping centre' is determined. The need for increasing the parking should be 
considered as part of an "integrated business and shopping centre" and not as a discrete multi-storey 
carpark development (ie. 'community' does not include 'commuters'). 
Ensuring that any development of malls or multi story car parks are sympathetic . The extension to the 
station looks far too harsh 
We are locals that have lived in the area for 20 years and have to drive at least 20 min to have a 
family get together as Pennant hills is like ghost town of an evening surrounding suburbs are moving 
forward and we seem to be stuck in the 1970.s Pennant hills needs to be moving with the times for 
the next generation our children! 
	

Community	and	the	Natural	Environment	
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These	bullet	points	reflect	the	graphs	from	left	to	right:	

• Preserving/adding	to	the	tree	density	around	the	Town	Centre	is	a	high	priority.	
• Future	developments	should	have	a	higher	benchmark		for	environmental	sustainability	
• Future	multi	storey	developments	should		contributes	to	shared	public	space	for	community	

use	

	

These	bullet	points	reflect	the	graphs	from	left	to	right:	

• The	provision	of	walking	trails,	urban	bike	paths	should	be	a	focus	of	future	
developments	

• Pennant	Hills	should	remain	as	a	local		rather	than	a	regional	shopping	centre	in	tune	
with	the	local	environment	

Additional	Comments	community	and	Natural	Environment	

Variety types rather than blocks of high rise 
there are no positives and too much development (home units) has and continues to erode the 
lifestyle of residents who moved here years ago to a lower density environment 
Thick Tree hedges between new rail track & homes/shops. 
Please preserve surrounding bushlands 
It is important to have a multi level car car for commuters . so the don't congest the residential and 
visitors parking All new housing developments must have resident parking and visitor parking 
Part of the value and benefits of this area is the good connectivity, particularly including the rail links. 
To retain that value, we need to enable its growth, and there are consequences of accepting that 
growth, which include changes and evolution of the nature and character of the area, particularly 
including the areas close to the railway, and the adjacent shopping precinct. 
The area has a distinct character within "the Bushland Shire" to choose or not - part of the diversity of 
Sydney's areas. Improvement and amenity of living does not have to mean we mimic downtown Dubai 
The BlueGums which were cut down on Hillcrest avenue have not been replaced- these should be 
replaced with Native trees, as was promised by Council. More native tree planting is desirable, 
especially considering the huge tree lass in Pennant Hills in the last 5 years. 
I do not see walking trail /bike paths relating to the Pennant Hills Centre area I see within the 
masterplan scope. 
What has occurred with replacement of all the trees removed for the ETTT. ? 
Pennant Hills shopping precinct would strongly benefit from a strategic approach to pedestrian 
connectivity that is current disconnected by Ramsay and Hillcrest Rd 
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Replace the very large old trees which were cut down in Pennant Hills - and those which died in West 
PennantHills parking area 
We make a great community that are always supportive of each other. But a lot needs to be done with 
the natural trees that have overtaken some of our roads. 
	

	

Weemala Road 
Weemala Road 
Werona Street 
Werona Street 
Victoria Road 
Victoria Road 
Weemala 
Weemala 
Ramsay rd 
Harold 
Greenhaven drive 
Yarrara Road 
Thorn street 
Laurence 
Corner Pennant Hills Rd and Beecroft Road 
HAMPDEN RD 
Vaughan Ave 
Greenhaven Drive 
Hampden Road 
Westwood 
malahide road 
Hull rd 
Lutanda Close 
Pomona st 
Warne street 
Thompson Close 
Rosemount Ave 
Wongala Cr 
weemala road 
Vaughan Avenue 
Station St Thornleigh use pennant hills for everything 
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Aiken road 
victoria rd 
Victoria rd 
Biundary 
Thorn Street 
shields lane 
Bellamy St 
Willis avenue 
malahide 
Taylor Place 
Stevens St 
Westwood Street 
Station Street Thornleigh 
Fisher Ave 
Albion 
Willis Ave 
Fairburn Avenue 
Thorn 

	

	

	

These	bullet	points	reflect	the	graphs	from	left	to	right:	
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• I	would	welcome	mainstream	fast	food	shops	in	the	town	centre	
• I	would	welcome	one	or	more	of	the	major	supermarket	chains	in	the	town	centre	
• The	conversion	of	one	of	the	public	car	parks	into	a	multi-storey	care	park	would	be	a	good	

idea	
• One	way	streets	should	be	considered		as	a	way	to	manage	traffic	

	

These	bullet	points	reflect	the	graphs	from	left	to	right:	

• One	of	the	public	carparks	should	be	converted	into	a	parking,	commercial	and	residential	
complex	

• Specific	planning	should	take	place	for	commuters	and	workers	in	Pennant	Hills	who	do	not	
live	in	the	area	

• A	retail	mall	type	shopping	centre	should	be	built	in	Pennant	Hills	
• Commercial	rather	than	retail	development	should	be	the	priority		for	the	town	centre	

Parking	and	traffic	congestion	are	issues	around	the	town	centre.		How	do	you	think	Hornsby	
Council/	State	Government	could	address	this	issue?	

Shuttle services for the aged Remove the police car park Knock down the entire market block and do 
it properly to meet the growing demand 
Stop further development. No more medium density housing or high density at all. 
Provide timed parking around the town centre for shoppers, and specific dedicated parking for 
commuters, perhaps with a pay as you use tariff 
build multi storey carpark over PH Railway and Hotel site combined with bus transit station 
No car parking on Yarrara Rd. between Hillcrest and Ramsey Rds. 
Develop more efficient methods for moving traffic from feeder roads such as Hillcrest and Ramsay 
onto Yarrara. Too often we have people who want to turn right on Yarrara onto Hillcrest who will move 
all the way to LHS of the right, effectively blocking people wanting to turn right. Also, why do we have 
the small lane connecting Fisher and Trebor? It is always a bottleneck and builds frustration levels for 
people queuing in Trebor wanting to turn right onto Pennant Hills Road. Add in the daily peaks from 
commuters and then school traffic and we have more chaos for Pennant Hills. 
Safe bike lanes and even safer footpaths (currently pedestrians are second class to cars around the 
station). Always park cars away from the centre, not within. 
Commuter parking, although once the NorthWest rail link goes in some of the Cherrybrook commuters 
will probably disappear 
I will leave this to the experts. We shop in Cherrybrook 
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We definately need more car parking in Pennant Hills. However planning needs to take into account 
the elderly drivers who have difficulty turning around to see if there are stupid pedestrians are walking 
behind them. the current car park at the shops is dangerous. 
Consolidate landlord properties 
We definitely need a multi storey car park to take away the congestion created inthe streets by people 
parking in the streets. As in other councils rate payers could receive stickers so they could park in the 
streets. 
A multi-storey car park. The present space for shopper parking is totally inadequate. Provide space 
for elderly residents to park and go into the city without having to walk 1 km or more to the station - a 
3 hour parking system does not work for Pennant Hills residents. The amount of parking for disabled 
drivers is totally inadequate at present. 
We need to wait until the Beecroft development is completed as so many Beecroft residents now 
come to Pennant Hills to do their shopping. 
Enforce current regulations so cars do not enter at Exit Only &exit at Entrance 
It should ease when the new tunnel is ready. 
Timed parking and no standing areas on one or both sides of some streets 
The planners should start by addressing the local road layout to improve access to and egress from 
the 'civic centre', the parking requirements can be addressed once this has been done. 
Timed parking , no standing on one or both sides of some streets. 
Ensure that future residential development does not change or limit current road access. Limit 
development based on the capacity of local roads to actually carry traffic, rather than approving 
developments which will exacerbate traffic issues. Have residents only parking on weekedays in local 
streets close to the train station on the Eastern side of Pennant Hills Rd. 
Space is problem, clearly have to go up or under. We really don't know. Maybe priority for locals. 
More traffic wardens. 
For a real change, HSC should actually listen to what residents want for their suburb. 
Stop the buses from blocking traffic at the crescent 
The masterplan must include a plan for the traffic flow and also plans for a parking station near the 
station and more parking in the shopping area. there needs to be another exit/entry into and out of 
Pennant Hills shopping precinct 
Build more car parking space 
**** 
Improve public transport around pennant hills e.g. Thorn street, yardarra road etc 
Perhaps turn the car park at the rear of the gym into a 2 storey carpark with limited time of parking up 
to 2 hours, but it is not felt that any more shops are required above the carpark or for shops to be 
integrated into the carpark, as I feel the village atmosphere of Pennant Hills should be maintained and 
would be destroyed if even more shops are introduced. 
if you increase the retail and or commercial operations in the town centre it is only going to increase 
the need for parking it is a bit of a conundrum damned if you do and damned if you don't.i think the 
govt should do more about commuter parking to lesson the pressure on the adjacent streets it as 
present is bad and will only get worse! 
Provide parking for tenants of shops who have to more their cars every 3 hours in Pennant Hills 
shopping centre, monitor increase in traffic (tenfold in last few yrs), collect data on increase in traffic 
around Bellamy and Boundary Rds which has increased to stand still in last few years from bypassing 
Pennant Hills Rd, lobby for more frequency of trains on weekdays and weekends. Better bus services 
Observe the disruption builders make on Bellamy St by parking cars in second lane leading to 
Boundary Rd adding to congestion. 
Parking as suggested in the above questions ie multi story in one car park. Traffic congestion might 
be improved by providing clear access for the shopping centre only, so through traffic to P/H Road 
along Yarrara Road should be designated for that purpose only with no traffic allowed to enter Yarrara 
from the shopping centre. An expanded and improved access could be made through Fisher Avenue 
with clear lines of exit both west and east into P/H Road. This would also avoid the horrible 
congestion trying to turn left into P/H Road at Yarrara and then get into the right lane to turn into the 
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Crescent - impossible on some days. I don't know how practical these suggestion are but they may be 
helpful.  
mORE PARKING SPACES 
The area adjacent to Pennant Hills Hotel should be a multi storey car park 
more compliance officers, more timed parking 
Improve parking so cars are not circling the streets looking for parking. Consider widening the roads 
for angle parking and/or use one way streets 
Provide more parking close to station similar to Thornleigh and make one way streets around a closed 
off Town Square like Hornsby 
Separate commuter parking from shopping parking. Introduce parking charges in a dedicated 
multistory car park 
A larger multi level carpark required, but restricted to say 5 or 6 levels. 
make more parking available 
no more high rise near town centre and more parking spaces 
Dedicated larger parking facilities for Payton's of the shopping facilities and possible commuter 
parking spaces 
	

	

Any	comments	for	these	sections	on	access	to	services	and	facilities?	

There is no central public pedestrian amenity. Please factor in a civil square 
a revitalised town centre requires a central "reason for existence" -either a major shopping complex or 
a recognised major business facility eg a medical multidisciplinary facility or a community focused 
entertainment attraction 
should be designated entry and exits to ensure reasonable traffic flow to the area 
How crazy would Park and Ride be for Pennant Hills? Just not sure where the Parking would be. 
No 
Stay away from town planners who want malls, one way streets, and grandiose plans for a regional 
centre. There is not enough room for Pennant Hills to be a regional centre, and the present IGA 
supermarket services our needs adequately. Concentrate on fixing the things that need fixing to keep 
the suburb pleasant and liveable. 
With both Hornsby and Macquarie Centre offering large malls, Pennant Hills has an ideal village 
atmosphere in my opinion. The main issue is commuter parking and the provision of adequate parking 
for local shoppers. 
N 
If State Govt is interested in commuter parking perhaps they should start by looking at the Hotel site, 
although its location is not perfect. The need for improved 'centre user' parking must not be 
compromised y commercial development. 
as above 
More car spaces are the priority - especially with an older age demographic 
Bus users would welcome a pick-up point nearer retaers, doctkrs etx than Railway Street i.e west of 
railway lines and Yarrarra Rd. 
I am not keen to see any more multi-storey residential buildings or large supermarkets in Pennant 
Hills shopping centre. There are enough of these in surrounding areas - Thornleigh, Cherrybrook and 
West Pennant Hills. Hornsby and Castle Hills Shopping Centres are within 10-15 minutes drive of 
Pennant Hills and contain a large range of shops, so it is not felt that the shopping centre at Pennant 
Hills needs to grow at all. 
See above 
Mall retail development with underground parking starting from Yarrara Rd 
the parking spaces could be a bit bigger- we don't all drive small cars 
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Current pedestrian access is in some locations unsafe a for pedestrians for those requiring pram and 
or diasabled access 
	

	

These	bullet	points	reflect	the	graphs	from	left	to	right:	

• Leave	the	zoning	in	Pennant	Hills	as	it	currently	stands	
• High	destiny	apartments	over	8	storeys	should	be	confined	between	Pennant	Hills	Road	and	

the	railway	line	
• High	destiny	apartments	and	medium	destiny	housing	would	be	confined	to	Yarrara	,	Warne,	

Weemala	and	Trebor	Roads	
• Medium	density	housing	should	be	confined	between	Yarrara,	Stevens,	Bellamy	Boundary	

and		Pennant	Hills	Roads	

	

These	bullet	points	reflect	the	graphs	from	left	to	right:	

• Alternate	designs	for	of	3	storey	terrace/townhouses	could	be	worthwhile	
• A	certain	percentage	of	new	developments	to	have	affordable	housing	
• Future	housing	should	cater	for	all	demographics	-	young,	elderly,	single,	family	and	disabled	
• Development	in	Pennant	Hills	is	inevitable	and	I	would	like	to	be	involved	in	the	decision	

making	
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What	would	you	like	to	see	as	the	minimum	requirements		for	new	developments	to	enhance	the	
community?	e.g.	enforcing	affordable	housing,	green	space,	open	space,	design	for	people	to	
benefit	the	community	

Green space, improved pedestrian access and cycle paths 
No medium or high density !! 
major rezoning has to focus on public open space, shadow minimisation and encouragement of 
people movements to create a community focus. 
I believe there is sufficient Government Housing in the Pennant Hills area more developments should 
be available for younger families there are numerous schools and amenities and sporting facilities let 
them live here instead of way out 'in the sticks' this would benefit everyone They should not live in 
high rise.  
If we increase density closer to Pennant Hills Road, ie. around the current town centre and it public 
transport hub, people who live say 1km away should not be penalised by increased traffic resulting in 
longer commute times to key resources such as the railway. 
enforcing wide footpaths, safe bike lanes, green recreation, green corridors 
Happy to leave it as it is 
Before any plans are made something needs to be done about the traffic lights and access onto 
Pennant Hills Road. Example turning right onto Pennant Hills Road from City View Road is deadly for 
drivers and pedestrians at peak hour. Any extra drivers from extra housing would be impossible. 
Provide sufficient parking so that streets are not always overflowing with commuter vehicles parked all 
day. Provide retirement village passenger vans with a nominated parking area, so they don't park in 
disabled spaces. 
To what extent are we able to over-ride the State government's decisions on these matters?? 
Green space, PARKING, OPEN SPACE 
Green space, open space 
Open space, pedestrian corridors, tree cover, well consider unit sizes and mix, stepped development. 
Green space and open space 
Good setbacks, with the requirement of significant landscaping (including medium-large trees) in front 
of multistory developments. Planning which incorporates significant amounts of native plant 
landscaping- keeping within the charter of the bushland history of Pennant Hills. Development which 
preserves mature trees, rather than clearing and re-planting. Development which maintains current 
road access. 
Green space, open space important. Good pathways. 
Adequate green/open spaces as part of the DA. Reasonable contribution towards overall civic 
facilities for the added occupants. 
Green space maintained 
No affordable housing - it brings in the wrong element Any development must have green space and 
open space, be well setback from the roads, have good landscaping - see examples in Turramurra 
along the Pacific Highway 
Good quality design that will last - not an anything goes mentality! 
Green space, open space. 
Affordable housing and open spaces for natural environment 
Green space, affordable housing 
The area is renown for the beautiful bushland surroundings. I do not agree with multi-storey buildings 
in the area. If people want to live in multi-storey buildings they can chose to live elsewhere. The 
unique natural bushland setting needs to be preserved. I feel that the Pennant Hills area, except 
between Pennant Hills Road and the station (where there are already multi-storey buildings), should 
be kept at 2 storeys maximum. 
The more people you house in pennant hills the more cars you bring in & consequently the more 
parking required.if new housing is done sufficient off street parking must be a prerequisite.pennant 
hills at present is at gridlock planning for the traffic around the area is as important if not more so than 
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the town centre.its no use putting in the town centre plan without proper planning for traffic flows in the 
adjacent streets. 
Look at traffic increase now and consider the community in planning. More green space required for 
community and make use of Pony club which is not utilised for mini soccer. High rise is not required at 
Pennant Hills. The current shopping facilities,local parking and transport do not allow for increase in 
population. Stop approving the demolition of existing housing that is part of the architecture of the 
area for cheap two storey dwellings that take away from the aesthetics of the area. 
All of the above if they could be accommodated!! But especially design that benefits the community 
not just housing blocks with no integration into local community / services. 
Space must be left for parks 
Green space 
All of the above 
green space, setbacks, off-street parking that reflects the number of occupants 
PH should be kept as a local shopping centre. People can go to Hornsby, Carlingford or North Rocks 
for more extensive shopping, all within a 15 minute drive. If the population is going to increase due to 
a higher density of housing, then more open and green space will be necessary. Play park for the 
kids. Fenced dog park where both animals and owners can meet and relax. Cafes and restaurants 
with outdoor seating around pleasant gardens would create a pleasant village/community 
atmosphere. 
Definitely enforcing green space, open space and cater for all ages - young, families and elderly 
open space at ground level; sympathetic architecture blending into the natural environment. Stepped 
development in distinct precincts such that there is a continuum of housing heights as you move away 
from the centre 
very good planning 
not all apartments. Keep detached housing in the mix at a reasonable level. Proper infrastructure 
development. 
Adequate parking and increase in the facilities and green space (current parks would not cope with 
increase in density) 
	

	

	

	

Any	comments	for	these	sections	on	integrated	housing	strategy?	

Any comments for these sections on integrated housing strategy? 
Strongly  
The fabric of our society is being destroyed by short term narrow thinking to make a quick buck for the 
council and developers! We should be building inland and opening zones for new developments and 
growing the country, but no profit in that for our fat cat councillors! 
High density is acceptable if it is staged such that the transition from high density ( say 8-10 stories)to 
single dwelling units is linear, consistent with  local topography and provides a better development 
envelope than the current ad hoc interspersion of single dwelling with (low) multi storey 
Pennant Hills much change ... but the supporting infrastructure must also be built ... ideally before the 
first development.  But that is too late if we consider the Phoenix. 
No multi story high rise thankyou  
I favour an atmosphere of relaxed eating places where you can meet friends over coffee with no noisy 
traffic.   
Expand high density medium density housing from Warne north to include Rosemount and Stevens 
street.  
When I look at the current development around Beecroft station I am very worried about what Council 
may do to this suburb - in the name of ' progress. ' 
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The only reason I said I would like to be involved in future decision making is  
because nameless people are likely to push their particular interests, and Councils are well known for 
getting too involved with developers. 
I think that a community benefits from having a range of persons living in the vicinity. 
Who organised this survey? We don't want high density or medium de site developments in this 
suburb. It should remain as single homes in large garden necks of land as is. 
Some of these questions are premature and hard to answer simply - perhaps the community should be 
given help to envisage some alternate visions. 
The small, street-side character of Pennant Hills retail precinct should be maintained rather than a 
large "shopping centre" approach be taken. Efforts should be made to preserve the local, independent 
business character rather than these being replaced by large chain-businesses, as has happened with 
so many redevelopments elsewhere. The native landscape should be reserved and enhanced with any 
future developments. 
These issues follow from the changes to the local environment. Existing residents should not have 
burdens imposed by those changes.Gov't and developers should allow for added people to have 
reasonable quality of life.  
No more than 5 storeys - no affordable housing, nore infrastructure 
Increased density is inevitable - but it must be done responsibly 
As above. 
I/we my wife & I have lived in pennant hills for 35 years there has,not been much change in that time it 
has remained a nice local area! 
I can see things are not going to stay that way for long.i agree progress is needed but at who's 
expense. 
Again infrastructure is needed to be in place before the people come in. 
I agree with integrated housing or community services for the disabled but would not like to see 
affordable housing increase as it detracts from the areas appeal and have already seen an increase in 
drugs around the area and station with increase in development. 
Strongly agree - see my answers. 
	


